
1. Introduction

De-noising is image processing process to reduce
noises contained in an image using statistics of a local
template area. Adaptive filters using statistics of a local
area determine an updated pixel based on mean and
variance of a local template area (Lee, 1980; Lee, 1983;
Kuan and Sawchuk, 1985; Frost et al, 1982). Conventional
adaptive filters have good performance when they are
applied to pixels in homogeneous area in an image,
while in the case that edges are contained in a local

template area, the performance becomes low due to
inaccurate statistics caused by edges in the template
area. Anisotropic diffusion methods were proposed to
reduce blurring effects around edges caused by
adaptive filters (Perona and Malik, 1990; Alvarez et al.,
1992; El-Fallah and Ford, 1997; Ye, 2009; Ye and Lee,
2001, Ham, 2013; Wang, 2010). Anisotropic diffusion
removes adaptively noises and preserves edges during
de-noising filtering using diffusion coefficient
controlled by intensity difference between neighboring
pixels and the center pixel. The above anisotropic
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diffusion filters, however, consider only intensity
difference between adjacent neighboring pixels and the
center pixel, i.e., statistics of neighboring pixels and the
center pixel are not considered in diffusion process. If
one of neighboring pixels has quite different intensity
value compared to other neighboring pixels, it is
desirable for the effect of that neighboring pixel to be
decreased in diffusion process. In this paper, we
propose a de-noising method based on connectivity
strength between two adjacent pixels, which is
computed by using statistics of neighboring pixels of
adjacent pixels (Fig. 1).

2. Methodology

1) Connectivity strength between a class
and an element
Connectivity of adjacent pixels can be measured by

using intensity similarity between adjacent pixels. One
of the simplest ways to define connectivity of adjacent
pixels is to measure intensity difference of adjacent
pixels. For two classes C1 and C2 whose elements
consist of pixels with similar intensity values,
respectively, the connectivity of the two classes C1 and
C2 can be determined via the Bhattacharyya distance
B, which is originally used to measure the separability
between two classes, given by:

       B = (mC1

_ mC2)2 + ln ( )
where MCi and σCi are means and standard deviations,
respectively, for the two classes. If the means and the
standard deviations are similar to each other,
Bhattacharyya distance B is close to zero, i.e., the two
classes have high connectivity. The Jeffries-Matusita
distance J was proposed to measure the Bhattacharyya
distance as follows:
                                J = 2(1 _ e_B)                                  (2)

where the Jeffries-Matusita distance J lies in the range
0 ≤ J ≤ 2. If two classes have similar mean and similar
standard deviation, the Jeffries-Matusita distance J
becomes lower, i.e., the two classes have high
connectivity.

We propose a new connectivity function of adjacent
pixels using two classes consisting of neighbor pixels
of adjacent pixels. Consider two sets CA and CB for
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Fig. 2.  Two classes connected by two adjacent elements.

Fig. 1.  The connectivity strength between the center pixel xA and the adjacent neighboring pixel xB is controlled by only the two pixels
xA and xB in conventional anisotropic diffusion (left figure). The connectivity strength in the proposed method, however, is
determined by using the two adjacent pixels xA and xB and the statistics of Class A and Class B as well (right figure).

(1)



Class A and Class B whose elements are connected to
each element xA

1 and xB
1, respectively, as shown in Fig.

2. The two sets CA and CB are defined as
    CA = {xA

i | 1 ≤ i ≤ N1}∪CB1 = {xA
i | 1 ≤ i ≤ N1}∪{xB

1}
    = {xA

1, xA
2, …, xA

N1, xB
1}                                                  

(3)

    CB = {xB
1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ N2}∪CA1 = {xB

1 | 1 ≤ i ≤ N2}∪{xA
i }

    = {xB
1, xB

2, …, xB
N1, xA

i }.                                                 
(4)

The connectivity function g(xA
1, xB

1) of two adjacent
elements of the sets CA1 = {xA

1} and CB1 = {xB
1} is

defined as

  g(xA
1, xB

1) = w(xA
1, xB

1)·(xA
1
_ xB

1)2                                       
      = {J(CA, CB1)2 + J(CB, CA1)2}·(xA

1
_ xB

1)2                                    (5)
       = {4(1 _ e _B(CA, CB1

))2 + 4(1 _ e _B(CB, CA1
))2}·(xA

1
_ xB

1)2

where J(CA, CB1) = 2(1 _ e _B(CA, CB1
)) and J(CB, CA1) = 2(1

_ e _B(CB, CA1
)) are Jeffries-Matusita distances and B(CA,

CB1) and B(CB, CA1) are Bhattacharyya distances
given by

   B(CA, CB1) =  (mCA

_ xB
1)2 + ln ( )

   B(CB, CA1) =  (mCB

_ xA
1)2 + ln ( )

where

                    mCA =  {( xA
i ) + xA

1}                      (8)

                     mCB = { ( xB
i ) + xB

1}                       (9)

     σCA =     {( (xA
i

_ mCA)2) + (xB
1

_ mCA)2}    (10)

     σCB =     {( (xB
i

_ mCB)2) + (xA
1

_ mCB)2}     (11)

The connectivity function g(xA
1, xB

1) is proportional to
squared difference of xA

1 and xB
1 and the weighting

function w(xA
1, xB

1) as well. The Bhattacharyya distance
B(CA, CB1) in equation (5) measures the connectivity
between two sets CA and CB1 = {xB

1}. If the element xB
1

is close to the mean mCA of class A and the standard
deviation σCB of class B is close to σCA, then the
Bhattacharyya distance B(CA, CB1) is close to zero,
i.e., the connectivity strength between the element xB

1

and class A becomes high. Similarly the
Bhattacharyya distance B(CB, CA1) is close to zero
when the element xA

1 is close to the mean mCB of class
B and the standard deviation σCA of class A is close to
σCB. The Bhattacharyya distance B(CA, CB1) evaluates
statistical similarity between class A and the element
xB

1 which is connected to the element xA
1 of class A and

also connected to the other elements belonging to
class B. The Bhattacharyya distance B(CA, CB1) can
therefore be viewed as a function measuring
connectivity between class A and the element xB

1

belonging to class A and also class B at the same time.
Likewise the Bhattacharyya distance B(CB, CA1)
evaluates statistical similarity between class B and the
element xA

1 which is connected to the element xB
1 of

class B and also connected to the other elements
belonging to class A. The weighting function w(xA

1, xB
1)

combines the Bhattacharyya distances B(CA, CB1) and
B(CB, CA1) to measure statistical similarity between
two elements xA

1 and xB
1.

2) Connectivity strength of adjacent pixels
For two classes consisting of pixels on 4-

neighborhood system as shown in Fig.3, four sets are
given by
                       CA = {xA

1, xA
2, xA

3, xA
4, xB

1}                         (12)

                       CB1 = {xB
1}                                              (13)

                       CB = {xB
1, xB

2, xB
3, xB

4, xA
1}                         (14)

                       CA1 = {xA
1}                                              (15)

and connectivity function g(xA
1, xB

1) of two adjacent
pixels xA

1 and xB
1 is given by the equation (5) and means

and standard deviations of class A and class B are,
respectively, given by
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                        mCA =  {( xA
i ) + xB

1}                        (16)

                        mCB =  {( xB
i ) + xA

1}                        (17)

         σCA =     {( (xA
i

_ mCA)2) + (xB
1

_ mCA)2}         (18)

          σCB =     {( (xB
i

_ mCB)2) + (xA
1

_ mCB)2}         (19)

3) Mean curvature diffusion coefficient
combined with connectivity strength
Mean curvature diffusion of a surface f(x, y, z) is

given by

                  = ∇·(M∇f(x, y, z)                  (20)

where z is a gray level at a location (x, y) of an image
and a filter kernel M is given by

                          M = [ ]                          (21)

where m0 = 1 _ mk.

For an image kernel I of the size 3×3 given by

                           I = [ ]                          (22)

where xB
1 is a center pixel to be updated by applying the

filer kernel M to the image kernel I and xA
1k (1 ≤ k ≤ 8)

is neighboring pixels of the center pixel xB
1, the updated

center pixel xB
1 (n + 1) is given by

          xB
1 (n + 1) = m0·xB

1 (n) + mk·xA
1k(n)         (23)

Filter mk coefficient of conventional diffusion has only
gradient term as follows:

                            mk =                             (24)

while the proposed filter coefficient mk is given by

               mk =                (25)

where g(xA
1k, xB

1) is connectivity function of adjacent
pixels xA

1k and xB
1 and h is a control parameter

determining weight of connectivity function in the filter
kernel coefficient.

3. Experimental Results

We evaluated performance of the proposed
algorithm based on three measures: Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR), Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) defined as

                  SNR =                  (26)

            MSE = ( fS (i, j) _ fO(i, j)2           (27)

           MAE = |( fS (i, j) _ fO(i, j)|           (28)

where fO(i, j) is an original image and fS(i, j) is a
restored image. Restored images with low noise level
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Fig. 3.  Two classes connected by two adjacent pixels on 4-
neighborhood system.
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Fig. 4.  Restored images (a) corrupted image (uniform noise 8%) (b) restored image using median filter (c) restored image using the
conventional diffusion filter (d) restored image using the proposed diffusion filter (e) original Pentagon aerial image.

(e)

(c) (d)

(a) (b)



have a high SNR, a low MSE and a low MAE.
Especially, MAE gives us quantitative information

about intensity difference between an original image
and a restored image on grey-level intensity scale.

Fig. 4(a) shows an aerial image corrupted by 8%
uniform noise. Fig. 4(b) and (c) show restored images
using median filter and the conventional diffusion filter,
respectively, while Fig. 4(d) shows the restored image
using the proposed diffusion filter. For more detailed
performance comparison, enlarged images over the
upper part (parking lot) of each image in Fig. 4 are
shown in Fig. 5. Most small structures in the parking
lot area of the restored image using median filter in Fig.
5(b) were not restored, while a part of them in the
restored image using the conventional diffusion filter
in Fig.5(c) were restored. The restored image using the
proposed diffusion filter in Fig. 5(d) is more similar to
the original Pentagon image in Fig. 5(e) than the
restored images using median filter and the
conventional diffusion filter. The detail-preserving
performance of the proposed diffusion filter is superior
to that of the conventional diffusion filter.

Table 1 shows SNR comparison of the restored
images for two different kinds of noises, uniform and
Gaussian noises with 5% and 8% noise levels,
respectively. The SNRs of the proposed diffusion filter
and the conventional diffusion filter were obtained,
respectively, by choosing the highest SNR among the
SNRs of the restored images obtained after each
iteration of the equation (23). For all the cases of Table
1, the SNRs of the proposed diffusion filter are higher
than those of the conventional diffusion filter and
median filter(1.2%~2.3% increase in SNR compared
to the conventional diffusion filter and 7.5%~17.1%
increase compared to the Median filter).

For the case of MSE comparison in Table 2, the
proposed diffusion filter has lower MSEs than those of
the other filters for all the noise types and levels. For
5% and 8% uniform noises, the proposed diffusion
filter produced 7.26% and 9.18% decreases,
respectively, in MSE compared to the conventional
diffusion filter. For 5% and 8% Gaussian noises, the
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Fig. 5.  Enlarged images of Fig. 4 (a) corrupted image (uniform
noise 8%) (b) restored image using median filter (c)
restored image using the conventional diffusion filter (d)
restored image using the proposed diffusion filter (e)
original Pentagon aerial image.

(e)

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)



proposed diffusion filter produced 6.92% and 11.54%
decreases, respectively, compared to the conventional
diffusion filter.

Visual detection, except for distinguishing small
structures, of intensity difference between two images
in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) is quite difficult. On the
contrary, MAE represents quantitatively intensity
difference between an original image and a restored
image. Table 3 shows MAE comparison of the restored
images for each noise type and level. For 5% and 8%
uniform noises, the proposed diffusion filter produced
4.53% and 6.02% decreases, respectively, in MAE
compared to the conventional diffusion filter, while
4.09% and 6.81% decreases were produced for 5% and
8% Gaussian noises, respectively.

4. Conclusions

Connectivity strength between adjacent pixels is
essential in measuring similarity of adjacent pixels for

noise removal. We proposed a new connectivity
function of two adjacent pixels using statistics of
neighboring pixels of adjacent pixels. The proposed
connectivity function is proportional to squared
difference of two adjacent pixels and weighting
function defined by two Jeffries-Matusita distances
between one connected pixel and neighboring pixels of
the other connected pixel. The proposed filter
coefficient consists of both terms, gradient and
connectivity strength between neighboring pixels and
a center pixel.

For 5% and 8% uniform and Gaussian noises, the
SNRs of the proposed de-noising algorithm were
higher than those of the conventional diffusion filter
and median filter. For 5% and 8% uniform noises, the
proposed algorithm produced 7.26% and 9.18%
decreases, respectively, in MSE and 4.53% and 6.02%
decreases, respectively, in MAE compared to the
conventional diffusion filter. For 5% and 8% Gaussian
noises, the proposed algorithm produced 6.92% and
11.54% decreases, respectively, in MSE and 4.09% and
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Table 1.  SNR comparison of restored images
Noise type (level) Proposed diffusion filter Conventional diffusion filter Median filter

Uniform noise (5%) 27.949 27.630 23.875
Uniform noise (8%) 25.625 25.218 22.773
Gaussian noise (5%) 25.123 24.822 22.944
Gaussian noise (8%) 22.742 22.231 21.153

Table 2.  MSE comparison of the restored images
Noise type (level) Proposed diffusion filter Conventional diffusion filter Median filter

Uniform noise (5%) 31.396 33.852 79.908
Uniform noise (8%) 53.619 59.036 103.230
Gaussian noise (5%) 60.216 64.692 99.350
Gaussian noise (8%) 103.703 117.237 150.198

Table 3.  MAE comparison of the restored images
Noise type (level) Proposed diffusion filter Conventional diffusion filter Median filter

Uniform noise (5%) 4.426 4.636 6.428
Uniform noise (8%) 5.656 6.018 7.726
Gaussian noise (5%) 5.912 6.164 7.385
Gaussian noise (8%) 7.745 8.311 9.440



6.81% decreases, respectively, in MAE compared to
the conventional diffusion filter. The detail-preserving
performance of the proposed algorithm was also
superior to that of the conventional diffusion filter and
median filter.
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